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A Meta-Analysis of the Market 
Transition Theory 
Willem-Jan Verhoeven, Wim Jansen and Jos Dessens 

The changing communist regime in China and the ‘velvet’ revolutions in Central and 
Eastern Europe (CEE) have provided an opportunity to investigate trends in income 
attainment during processes of transformation. Nee (1989) formulated the market 
transition theory, which indicates the main determinants of changing income attainment 
during the transformation process from a state-regulated, centrally planned economy to a 
market economy. An extensive literature, with studies testing the predictions derived from 
this theory on China and CEE, has emerged since this seminal article by Nee. However, 
there are theoretical and empirical inconsistencies in these studies. This calls for a 
systematic comparison of the empirical results and evaluation of Nee’s theory. This paper 
reports a meta-analysis performed on 64 publications to determine to what extent there is 
consistent empirical evidence for the hypothesized relationship between marketization 
processes and the changing effect of income determinants. We found that political capital 
remains important during transformation in urban China, the gender gap in income 
increases in urban China as well as in CEE, and although human capital and market-related 
resources are important determinants of income, it is not evident that their importance 
increases during the transformation process. We find some support in favor of the market 
transition theory, but it needs revision and elaboration. 

The worldwide decline of state socialism and its implica-
tions for social inequality has attracted the attention of
many authors. The first transition to market economy
conditions emerged in rural China around 1978, when
the People’s Communes of Mao were disbanded and col-
lective economies were replaced by a household responsi-
bility system (Bian, 2002; Walder, 2002). Households
became the main unit of production, distribution, and
consumption. Despite the general idea of gradual reform,
this early transformation was radical and abrupt. Land
was divided equally among households, and a number of

restrictions on production and population movements
were abandoned. Households were allowed to produce
commodities and individuals were allowed to leave home
to make a better future outside the boundaries of their
collectives. A decade later, the economic, political, and
social changes in the former communist and socialist
countries of Europe and the Soviet Union were even more
dramatic. In the words of Stark (Stark, 1992a: 299), ‘Com-
munism and State Socialism are being exchanged for a
vision packaged with formulas for applying economic sci-
ence to the grand project of institutional reconstruction; it
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promises prosperity through sacrifice.’ Up to the end of
the 1980s, the Soviet Union had enforced the communist
ideology in its satellite states, with regular massive protests
as a witness of this involuntary enforcement. From 1989,
peaceful popular uprisings ended the communist era of
the Soviet Empire. A few years later, the federal states were
even more fragmented: the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia
in 1991 and Czechoslovakia in 1992. 

The emerging market economies in China and CEE
provide a unique opportunity to study the introduc-
tion and expansion of market mechanisms and their
influence on stratification in a quasi-experimental
manner. Many researchers have been inspired by this
sociological problem, which can be expressed by the
question: Who are the winners and losers of the trans-
formation process (Ganzeboom, 1998; Hauser and
Xie, 2001)? This contribution focuses on one specific
aspect of stratification research: the distribution of
income. 

A large part of the literature on societies in transi-
tion consists of studies exploring trends in income and
income inequality. Many studies address the question
of whether income inequality increases or decreases
during transformation processes. For CEE, the con-
sensus at this point is that income inequality increased
significantly over the approximately three-year period
after 1989. After this period, inequality gradually
declined (Atkinson and Micklewright, 1992; Dessens
et al., 1998; Flemming and Micklewright, 1999). In
rural China, income inequality decreased over the first
several years of reforms and has subsequently
increased (Griffin and Renwei, 1993; Khan et al.,
1992). Urban China has also shown an increase in
income inequality since the first several years of
reform (Xu and Zou, 2000). 

An increase in income inequality implies that some
people get more income, some people get less, or both.1

Another branch of stratification research in transitional
countries investigates which social groups have an
income advantage during the transformation process. A
prominent theory addressing this question is the market
transition theory (MTT) (Nee, 1989, 1991, 1996), which
proposes bold and innovative predictions (‘theses’) link-
ing the process of marketization to such stratification
outcomes as income attainment and income inequality.
While Nee originally proposed the theory for China, it is
considered to be a general theory for societies in transi-
tion, and its predictions should be applicable to all
countries undergoing transitional processes. It claims
that the introduction and expansion of market institu-
tions give rise to multiple bases of power and privilege

and change the structures of opportunity and incentive.
The former political elite no longer have absolute con-
trol over resources of power and privilege. Labor mar-
kets are rearranged and there are changes in the
structure of property rights, resulting in a decline in
political power in the competition over resources, with
power becoming market-based. Human capital provides
more income benefits, while the influence of political
capital wanes. 

In terms of winners and losers, the theory claims that
members of the former political elite are among the los-
ers in the transformation process. They have to give
ground to the direct producers of economic goods, as
well as to the new elite, which consists of highly edu-
cated professionals, managers, and entrepreneurs, who
can be seen as winners. Furthermore, the theory not
only claims that the changing structure of property
rights increases opportunities for entrepreneurs, but it
also increases opportunities for those employed in the
private/hybrid sector as well. Increasing opportunities
and returns to human capital should also endorse equal
pay between men and women (Nee and Matthews,
1996). 

The MTT has been tested in numerous different stud-
ies of China as well as CEE, and theoretical and empiri-
cal inconsistencies are prevalent (Fligstein, 1996; Nee,
1996; Oberschall, 1996; Parish and Michelson, 1996;
Stark, 1996; Szelényi and Kostello, 1996; Walder, 1996;
Xie and Hannum, 1996). Two main aspects of the theory
have been criticized. First, the hypothesis that the politi-
cal elite lose their income advantage has been ques-
tioned. Róna-Tas (1994) claims that former and current
party members are able to convert their political capital
to economic advantage. Second, the assumption that all
transitional economies converge towards Western capi-
talism has been criticized. In the words of Stark (1996:
994), ‘Within the transformation problematic, the
present is studied as an approximation of a designated
future (Blanchard et al., 1994), risking an underlying
teleology in which concepts are driven by hypostatized
end-states.’ 

Some authors believe that synthesizing theoretical
perspectives can provide a solution for these controver-
sial outcomes (Szelényi and Kostello, 1996; Zhou, 2000);
however, Cao and Nee (2002: 3) argue that rushing to a
synthesis could lead to artificial compromise and uncrit-
ical acceptance. They believe that further elaboration of
existing theoretical perspectives and more informed
empirical observations are crucial. Either way, it
becomes clear that the market transition debate has
reached the point where MTT claims should be subjected
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to a thorough evaluation. How far have we come in
understanding and predicting the influence of dramati-
cally changing economic institutions on income attain-
ment? Nee and Cao have published summaries of
empirical studies relevant to the MTT (Cao and Nee,
2000, Table 1; Nee and Cao, 1999, Table 1; Nee and Cao,
2002, Table 1). While their summaries are not complete
for the period up to 2002 and their interpretations of the
study results are qualitative, they conclude that the pre-
dictions derived from the MTT are empirically sup-
ported. The method used by Nee and Cao to summarize
these studies is comparable to the vote-counting method
(Hunter et al., 1982; Light and Smith, 1971). The major
disadvantage of this method is its vulnerability to flawed
and misleading conclusions.2 

In the present study, we extend the Nee and Cao
reviews and introduce a more systematic and quantita-
tive meta-analytic approach aimed at performing a full-
fledged research synthesis, following the three points
provided by Hall et al. (1994): determining cause and
effect, theory development, and generalization. First, we
want to determine whether there is consistent empirical
evidence for the changing effects of the determinants of
income that have been hypothesized. Second, the process
of testing hypotheses in a meta-analytic research design
should provide information on aspects of the theory that
need revision or elaboration. Third, the MTT may be
enriched by searching for variations in the influence of
markets on income attainment in different regions. 

The Market Transition Theory 
As pointed out in the introduction, the MTT aims to
describe how processes of marketization influence strati-
fication outcomes like income and income inequality.
The theory consists of three interrelated theses – the
‘market power thesis,’ the ‘market incentive thesis,’ and
the ‘market opportunity thesis’ – from which four gen-
eral predictions are deduced. 

The market power thesis3 claims that the more market
mechanisms are introduced, the more likely it is that
control over resources is located less in the redistributive
economy and more in market-like exchanges. Further-
more, the change in the macro-economic supply-and-
demand structure towards more marketization will
decrease the intervention of administrative fiat, and the
prices of labor and goods will be agreed upon more by
buyer and seller. These two aspects of marketization
should transfer power over economic resources to the
direct producers at the expense of the redistributers.

According to Nee (1989: 671), this implies that ‘not only
are the direct controllers of the redistributive mecha-
nisms likely to experience a relative loss, but the value of
their political capital accumulated through prior experi-
ence as cadre is likely to diminish as well’. Under state
socialism, party membership operates as a source of
material well-being (Gerber, 2000). The positions
through which privileges were accumulated under state
socialism will perish as more control over resources is
located in market-like exchanges. We can derive a pre-
diction from the market-power thesis that earnings
should decrease accordingly: 

Returns to political capital in terms of earnings (income)
decrease during the transformation process. 

The market-incentive thesis claims that in redistribu-
tive economies, market-determined prices for labor are
more sensitive to differential performance than labor
prices that are set administratively. Market economies
tend to be more efficient because prices are mutually
agreed upon by buyer and seller, and ‘as a result, a
greater share of the surplus is retained by direct produc-
ers (Nee, 1989: 666)’. Marketization not only benefits
direct producers, but the close relationship between eco-
nomic rewards and individual productivity stimulates
individual efforts and investments as well. Because the
characteristics of human capital are interpreted as indi-
cators of individual productivity, this incentive mecha-
nism should be reflected in higher returns to human
capital. The following prediction can be derived from
the market incentive thesis: 

Returns to human capital in terms of earnings (income)
increase during the transformation process. 

The market opportunity thesis claims that the transfor-
mation from a redistributive economy generates more
opportunities for income attainment. We can derive two
predictions from this. There is a hypothesized effect of
entrepreneurship on income and an effect of working in
the private/hybrid sector on income. Increasing opportu-
nities make room for new occupational categories like
entrepreneurship and self-employment. The transforma-
tion towards marketization changes property relations and
generates a new economic elite, of which entrepreneurs are
a part. Therefore, we can derive the following prediction: 

Entrepreneurship increases earnings (income) during the
transformation process. 

Increasing opportunities also generate expansion in
the private/hybrid sector, which results in more oppor-
tunities to work in private or hybrid firms (private sec-
tor) instead of state-owned firms (state sector). People
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working in the private sector are more likely to be
rewarded according to their productivity and, subse-
quently, earn higher incomes than people working in
the state sector. Firms in the private sector will be less
reluctant to reward their employees’ personal efforts
than will firms in the state sector, leading to the follow-
ing prediction: 

Returns, in terms of earnings (income), to employment in
the private/hybrid sector of the economy relative to
employment in the state sector increase during the trans-
formation process. 

We can also draw inferences about the effect of mar-
ketization on gender income inequality. Under the condi-
tion that markets reward individual productivity, women
should have more incentives to invest in their own human
capital, ultimately leading to higher average earnings. Nee
and Matthews (1996: 428–29) argue that ‘the gender wage
gap narrows, the more extensive the shift to markets and
the higher the rate of economic growth’. However, this
holds only under specific conditions. Rural woman are
able to improve their position and their contribution to
household income when the region sustained market-
driven economic development, but they have a hard time
to keep up with the rapidly industrializing economy
(Matthews and Nee, 2000). Others claim that women gain
in comparison to men, because they work mainly in sec-
tors that are less adversely affected by the transformation
process (Fodor, 1997; Orazem and Vodopivec, 1995).
Therefore, it can be predicted that changes in returns to
human capital and differential reward systems between
sectors will decrease the overall gender pay gap: 

The difference in earnings (income) between men and
women decreases during the transformation process. 

Meta-Analysis 
Meta-analysis can be described as the analysis of the analy-
ses, because the data used in the meta-analysis are from
studies already performed. The term meta-analysis encom-
passes all quantitative research methods and techniques of
summarizing the results of empirical studies. By the end of
the 1970s, three different studies appeared almost simulta-
neously, in which methods using similar statistical
approaches for synthesizing research were developed
(Rosenthal and Rubin, 1978; Schmidt and Hunter, 1977;
Smith and Glass, 1977). Since then, meta-analysis has been
widely accepted in disciplines like psychology, the health
sciences, and educational research. Despite the abundance
of empirical findings, we do not know of any meta-analyses
performed in stratification research. 

The results from the empirical studies to be summarized
are expressed into effect sizes that will be ‘meta’-analyzed.
In most meta-analyses, the effect size is the difference
between the mean scores of experimental and control
groups. Odds ratios and Pearson’s product-moment corre-
lation coefficients are also used as effect sizes (Lipsey and
Wilson, 2001). In the present study, the effect sizes are the
regression coefficients of determinants of income. In the
section on data, variables, and coding, the problems related
to the use of regression coefficients as effect sizes will be dis-
cussed in greater detail, along with possible solutions. 

A common summary statistic in meta-analysis is the
weighted mean effect size: each effect size is weighted by
the inverse of its variance (1/SE2).4 According to Shadish
and Haddock (1994: 265), ‘the variance is inversely pro-
portional to within-study sample size, meaning: the
larger the sample, the smaller the variance, so the more
precise the estimate of effect size should be’.5 The mean
effect size ES, weighted by the inverse of the variances is
calculated for n independent effect sizes ESi as follows: 

Whether the weighted mean effect size significantly
deviates from zero can be determined by calculating the
SEs of the weighted mean effect size.6 More interestingly,
however, the analysis of heterogeneous distributions of
weighted effect sizes may reveal that the variability
across weighted effect sizes is greater than expected from
sampling error alone; rejecting homogeneity. How we
deal with this access variability in effect sizes will be dis-
cussed in the analysis section. 

Every meta-analytic research design should follow at
least five stages: problem definition; sample definition;
data, variables and coding discussion; data analysis; and
presentation of results (Cooper, 1982). The definition of
the problem was set out in the first section of this paper; the
remaining stages are discussed in the following sections. 

Sample Definition 
Most of the literature on meta-analysis stresses the
importance of conducting an extensive, well-documented
literature search, resulting in a sample of studies (Glass
et al., 1981; Hunter and Schmidt, 1990; Hunter et al.,
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1982; Lipsey and Wilson, 2001). However, it is never
possible to state that the list of studies is exhaustive, so it
is difficult to determine whether the publications used
form a representative sample. Before starting the search,
it is important to compile a list of carefully selected crite-
ria that define the population of studies that should be
included. The list should be structured by study charac-
teristics that can serve as variables explaining the differ-
ences in outcomes between studies (Snijders, 1997: 3–5).
Our population is defined by studies (a) performed in
China and CEE, (b) estimating effects on income, and
(c) including at least one of the determinants suggested
by the MTT. We tried to include as many publications as
possible, focusing not only on journal articles, books,
and chapters of edited books, but also on dissertations,
reports, and conference papers. 

We used the following sources in selecting publica-
tions for our sample: references in publications, com-
puterized bibliographic databases (Jstor and Ebsco),
relevant journals,7 conference programs and proceed-
ings, review articles, internet sources,8 and authors or
experts in the research field of interest. 

Data, Variables and Coding 
Data 

In total, we obtained a sample of 90 relevant publica-
tions. Studies that tested the MTT predictions directly
were not included in the analysis. These were studies
that used the difference between income before and dur-
ing the transformation process as the dependent variable
or used income during the transformation process as the
dependent variable and income before as a covariate
(Domanski and Heyns, 1995; Fabig, 1999; Gerber and
Hout, 1998; Kropp, 1998; Mateju and Reháková, 1996;
Nee, 1989; Nee and Liedka, 1997; Ogloblin, 1999;
Orazem and Vodopivec, 2000; Róna-Tas, 1994). We
excluded these studies from our analyses because they
are not comparable with studies using the logarithm of
income as the dependent variable. It was also not possi-
ble to analyze them separately in a meta-analytic
research design because there were too few. 

The effect sizes retrieved from our sample of studies in
the meta-analysis presented us with several comparabil-
ity issues. The dependent variables are defined differ-
ently – for example, as hourly or monthly earnings,
household income, or earnings – and the effects of the
determinants of income can expected to be different for
different definitions. Earnings are determined by per-
sonal characteristics and household income also by

household composition. Furthermore, comparing
income across countries and periods introduces differ-
ent currencies and inflation rates. As a result, the effects
of the determinants of income are measured on different
scales. Selecting studies that use ln(income) as the
dependent variable will solve this problem because then
all effects are represented as a relative increase or
decrease of the dependent variable.9 

We performed additional analyses to check the extent
to which our results would be affected by taking total
income or salary as the dependent variable. Although we
found differences, the conclusions remained the same. 

Besides the comparability issues concerning the
dependent variables used in the original studies, there is
considerable variation in the data, designs, model speci-
fications, and operationalizations of the different stud-
ies. As a result, it was difficult to aggregate the effect sizes
in a straightforward manner. Some of the variables were
recoded and new variables were constructed to control
for differences between studies. Dummy variables were
used to assess the completeness of and differences
between the analytical models used in the original stud-
ies. These solutions are described more extensively in the
section on variables and coding, below. Although meta-
analyses are criticized for summarizing empirical results
that are not conceptually comparable, to some extent,
we were able to deal with these comparability issues;
however, we acknowledge that not all of the solutions
for the comparability issues proposed in this meta-
analysis are sufficient. 

Prior research has shown that the countryside and the
Cities represent two different social worlds (Nee, 1996;
Parish and Michelson, 1996; Peng, 1992). Systematic dif-
ferences between urban and rural China exist before
1978 and during the transformation process. Our ana-
lytical models should reflect this rural/urban distinction.
Unfortunately, it was decided to exclude the studies on
rural China.10 From here on we speak of China if we
refer to urban China. 

Finally, some studies did not report the necessary sta-
tistical information – like SEs, t-values, or P-values –
needed for a quantitative meta-analysis. These were also
excluded, leaving a final 64 studies to be analyzed.11 

Variables and Coding 

For the effect sizes, we used the regression coefficients of
six determinants of income. In the analysis of the
‘power’ prediction, the coefficients of the variable cadre
or party membership12 have been used as the effect sizes.
Descriptive statistics of all variables are reported in Table 1.
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Because we have only eight observations for CEE coun-
tries we will restrict the test of the power prediction to
China, leaving a total of 27 available studies. Some of
these studies are comparative meaning that from some
studies multiple effect sizes are available, leading to 59
independent effect sizes, as is shown in Table 1. 

Testing the theoretical ideas on the supposed chang-
ing income advantages of party members is not straight-
forward. People could attain income advantages for just
being a member of the communist party; based on ‘loy-
alty’. On the other hand there was a relatively small
group of party members who occupied ‘real’ privileged
positions; (high-rank) cadres or administrators. Because
we are interested in the changing returns to political
capital, we used the regression coefficients of party
membership where available. In other cases, we had to
settle for the regression coefficients of cadre or adminis-
trator. In doing so, we run the risk of wrongly conclud-
ing that the relative income advantages of party
membership do not decrease or even increase during
transformation processes. Some authors believe that
high rank cadre members were able to adapt to the mar-
ket changes. Their income advantages do not stem
directly from the fact that they are members of the com-
munist party but from characteristics that got them into
the privileged position in the first place or capabilities
they accumulated through their position. 

Some studies have tried to disentangle this problem
and investigated the effects of both variables on income.
In our analysis we will use three dummy variables to see
to what extent these different concepts influence our
results: party plus cadre (‘1’ if party plus cadre and ‘0’ if
else), cadre (‘1’ if cadre and ‘0’ if else), and party (‘1’ if
party and ‘0’ if else). 

In MTT education is used as a representation of
human capital, arguing that returns to education are
among the best indicators of human productivity
(Mincer, 1958; Schultz, 1963). However, ‘human capital’
includes inherent characteristics from which people can-
not be separated, such as knowledge, skills, health, and
values (Becker, 1993). We extended the test of the
‘incentive’ prediction by analyzing not only the regres-
sion coefficients of the variable years of education but
the coefficients of years of experience as well. These
effects were analyzed separately, and it should be noted
that not all studies use years of education to determine
the effect of education on income. Table 1 shows that we
have 174 independent ‘education’ effect sizes retrieved
from 60 studies and 158 independent ‘experience’ effect
sizes retrieved from 56 studies for testing the incentive
prediction.13 In our sample, 60 percent of the published

research on educational effects used educational catego-
ries. In these analyses, a dummy variable was incorpo-
rated into the analytical model for each educational level
defined, which left us with several coefficients represent-
ing the effect of education on income. In order to sum-
marize the results of the relationship between education
and income, the coefficients of the educational catego-
ries were transformed into one coefficient representing
the effect of years of education on income. Using infor-
mation on the educational systems of the countries
under investigation, the various educational levels were
transformed into the years of education required to
attain a specific educational level. To give an example,
the coefficient of a university degree for China equals
11 years when elementary school or less is the reference
category. An estimation procedure was used to predict
the ‘educational year’ coefficient based on the coeffi-
cients for the various educational levels and the number
of years corresponding to each of these levels, assuming
a fixed correlation (0.35)14 between the educational
dummy variables in the original studies. Analyzing the
transformed years of education as effect sizes is less reli-
able than analyzing the actual years of education. For
determining the extent to which this would influence
our analysis, we included a dummy variable transforma-
tion (‘1’ if transformed years of education and ‘0’ if years
of education were reported). 

The relationship between experience and income is
also operationalized differently in the original studies. In
about two-thirds of the studies investigating the rela-
tionship between experience and income, actual years of
experience were measured. All other studies used age of
the respondent as a proxy for experience. In order to
adjust the coefficients of age to resemble the effects of
experience, information is needed on the age when each
respondent left school.15 Another way to adjust the coef-
ficient of age is to use information on age at first occupa-
tion or current occupation. Since we did not have this
information, we incorporated a dummy variable age (‘1’
if age and ‘0’ if years of experience) to control for differ-
ences between studies using age and those using actual
experience. Finally, most studies have used quadratic
modeling of experience, but some have analyzed experi-
ence linearly. We have incorporated an additional
dummy variable quadratic exp. (‘1’ if the squared version
of experience is included in the model and ‘0’ if the lin-
ear version is used) to determine the extent to which our
analysis could be influenced by these differences in
modeling. 

For the analysis of the ‘entrepreneurship’ prediction, the
coefficients of the variable entrepreneurs (self-employed)
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were used (34 independent effect sizes retrieved from 18
studies); for the ‘private sector’ prediction, the coeffi-
cients of the variable private (non-state) sector were
used (57 independent effect sizes retrieved from 22 stud-
ies). The effect of employment in the private sector on
income is not always compared to employment in the
public or state sector (using a dummy variable in the
original analyses). Sometimes the effects on income of
an array of industrial sectors have been compared. We
have used a dummy variable reference sector to measure
the extent to which this difference affects our analysis
(‘1’ if employment in the public or state sector is the ref-
erence category and ‘0’ if some other sector is the refer-
ence category). 

Finally, the gender dummy was used to test the ‘gen-
der gap’ hypothesis. We have 131 independent effect
sizes retrieved from 46 studies. We recoded some of the
coefficients so that all effect sizes represent coefficients
of a dummy variable female (‘0’ if male and ‘1’ if
female). 

We had to compute additional variables for testing
our hypotheses and for more general solutions to con-
trol for differences between studies. The actual test of
the hypotheses involved determining whether the effect
sizes during the transformation process were signifi-
cantly different from those before, and whether these
differences change during the transformations process.
In the introduction, we mentioned that 1978 is generally
assumed to be the year the market reforms started in
China. For most CEE countries, the transition year is
assumed to be around 1989 or 1990 (Hanley and
Treiman, 2001), and 1991 for Russia. Because transfor-
mation reforms do not take effect immediately, we have
compared the period before 1980 with the period after
for the Chinese situation and the period before and after
1991 for CEE. While these transition years may seem
arbitrary, descriptive analyses have shown that the obvi-
ous changes in measures of income inequality occur a
few years after transformation is assumed to have started
(Dessens et al., 1998; Flemming and Micklewright,
1999). Effect sizes are available for the period 1960 to
2001,16 which is represented by the variable year17 (in
most cases, this corresponds to the survey year, while
others are based on retrospective reporting). 

MTT implies that there are different market outcomes
but it appears to assume convergence of consequences
(Parish and Michelson, 1996). The introduction and
expansion of market mechanisms should result in
decreasing returns to political capital, increasing returns
to human capital, higher wages for entrepreneurs and
employment in the private sector, and a decreasing

gender gap in any given transition country. Determining
whether variations in effect sizes can be attributed to dif-
ferences between regions can test this idea. Unfortu-
nately, the small number of cases did not allow us to
analyze the CEE countries separately, so they have been
analyzed as one region. The dummy variable China (‘1’
if China and ‘0’ if CEE) was used to capture the differ-
ences between China and CEE. 

Difficulties concerning variations in design and model
specifications have been dealt with in two ways. First, we
used the variable, quality, which is often introduced to
capture the variation between studies (Shadish and
Haddock, 1994). We scored the study quality based on
three criteria: (a) design, (b) method used, and (c) the
way the researchers took the phase of the transformation
process into account. Based on these scores, we catego-
rized the studies as ‘poor’, ‘medium’, and ‘good’. Studies
based on longitudinal data using covariates to capture
the transformation process were categorized as having
good quality. Studies based on longitudinal data without
covariates to capture the transformation phase or based
on cross-sectional data using covariates to capture the
transformation phase were categorized as having
medium quality.18 Studies based on cross-sectional data
without analytical improvements were categorized as
having poor quality. It is difficult to claim whether stud-
ies with good quality generate higher or lower effect sizes
than studies with poor quality. However, this is not at
issue here. The most important justification for using
quality as an indicator for differences between studies is
to check to what extent differences in design, method,
and conceptualization of the transformation process
generates differences at all. 

Second, not all models use the same set of variables,
which can influence the effects of the determinants of
income. For example, compare a fictional regression
model of income on gender and one of income on gen-
der and years of education. The coefficient of the gender
variable in the first model should be interpreted as the
income difference between men and women. The inter-
pretation of the gender coefficient in the second model
should be interpreted as the income difference between
men and women with the same years of education,
which would most likely be smaller than the difference
in the first model. To give some insight into the extent to
which this influenced our analyses, we include the vari-
able completeness. The completeness of the models was
determined based on the variables related to the deter-
minants of income discussed in the MTT (party mem-
bership, education and experience (human capital),
entrepreneurship, employment in the private sector, and
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gender). If all of these variables were incorporated in the
model of the original study, the study was coded ‘1’, all
studies lacking at least one MTT variable were coded ‘0’. 

Using a variable conceptualizing the completeness of
the models used in the original studies can be justified in
two ways. First, it can be expected that coefficients of
determinants of income estimated in elaborated models
will be a better approximation of net effects than coeffi-
cients estimated in less elaborated models. Second,
because MTT emphasizes relative losses and gains, stud-
ies that analyzed elaborate models will test the MTT
predictions more accurately than studies using less elab-
orated models. 

Finally, there is a tendency to publish significant posi-
tive results (White, 1994). Since we retrieved studies
from published sources as well as unpublished disserta-
tions, reports, and conference papers, we used a dummy
variable published (‘1’ if published and ‘0’ if gray litera-
ture) to see whether this would influence our results. 

Data Analysis 
According to Lipsey and Wilson (2001), the meta-ana-
lyst can take three different approaches when the vari-
ability across effect sizes exceeds sampling error. First,
the excess variability can be assumed to result from
random differences between studies (random effects
model). Second, the excess variability can be assumed to
result from completely systematic study differences
(fixed effects model). Third, it may be assumed that the
excess variability partly results from random study dif-
ferences and partly from systematic differences (mixed
effects model). 

We expect that the excess variability is partly associ-
ated with some independent variables. First of all, we
are interested in whether the effects of determinants of
income change during processes of transformation. So,
we assume that the effect sizes are a function of time.
Second, we have constructed variables that take into
account differences between studies: design, coding,
and models. The data we use have limited information
with respect to operationalization of systematic differ-
ences between studies. It is not possible to model dif-
ferences between definitions of income, all differences
between models used in the original studies, or differ-
ences between all the CEE countries. Hence, we cannot
be certain that the moderator effects we can use,
account for all the excess variability across effect sizes
and therefore assume that part of the excess variability
is random and cannot be modeled. The mixed effects

model is an appropriate model in this situation
because it allows part of the excess variability to be
modeled using known moderators and part to be mod-
eled randomly. 

The first analysis of the power prediction, which is
restricted to China, assumes that the effect sizes are a func-
tion of time. This leads to a ‘standard’ meta-regression
analysis,19 where the effect sizes are the dependent variable
(ESpow), and a variable indicating the year of income deter-
mination would be the independent variable. 

ESpow = β0 +β1 Year (2)

The constant, β0, of this meta-regression model repre-
sents the weighted mean effect size in 1980, because for
this analysis we centered year around 1980. The coeffi-
cient β1 indicates the increase or decrease of the
weighted mean effect size by one year. 

In the case of the analyses of the other MTT predic-
tions (ESX) we need to elaborate equation (2) by intro-
ducing a dummy variable for China versus CEE and an
interaction variable between this dummy variable and
the variable year. This elaborated model appears as the
dotted lines in Figure 1 and can be written as follows: 

ESX =β0 +β1 China +β2 Year +β3 China * Year (3)

This meta-regression model enables us to determine
changes in the effect sizes over time, indicated by the sig-
nificance of coefficient β2. We can also determine
whether the effect sizes are different for China and CEE,
indicated by the significance of coefficient β1. Finally,
the significance of coefficient β3 indicates that changes
in the effect sizes over time are different for China, com-
pared to CEE. 

The meta-regression model discussed above assumes a
continuous linear relationship between the effect sizes
and year. However, we hypothesize a break point (called
a ‘knot’) at the transformation years, which suggests
modeling a broken linear relationship. This can be
achieved by transforming equations (2) and (3) into a
spline model (Greene, 2000: 322–25): equations (4) and
(5). Comparable methods have been used by Deng and
Treiman (1997) and Luijkx et al., (2002). First we will
give the equation for testing the power prediction. This
is a straightforward extension of the standard regression
equation (2) into a spline model: 

ESpow = β0 +β1 Year +β2D80 * (Year − 1980) (4)

where, D80 = 1 if year ≥ 1980 and 0 if year < 1980. 
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In equation (4), coefficient β1 refers to the increase or
decrease of the weighted mean effect size by one year in
the period before 1980. In addition, coefficient β2 refers
to the increase or decrease of the weighted mean effect
size by one year after 1980. So, if coefficient β2 is nega-
tive or at least smaller than coefficient β1 and significant,
the power prediction will be confirmed. 

The analyses of the other MTT predictions have an
additional feature: China is compared to CEE and there-
fore we have two transformation years (1980 for China
and 1991 for CEE). Such a model is illustrated by the
continuous lines in Figure 1 and can be written as: 

ESX = β0 +β1 China +β2Year +β3 China * Year 
+ β4D91 * (1 − China) * (Year − 1991) +β5D80 

* China * (Year − 1980) (5) 

where, D80 = 1 if year ≥ 1980 and 0 if year < 1980; D91 = 1
if year ≥ 1991 and 0 if year < 1991. 

Coefficient β1, in equation (5) indicates whether the
effect sizes differ between China and CEE before the
transformation dates. Coefficient β2 indicates changes in
the effect sizes before 1991 in CEE. Adding up coeffi-
cients β2 and β3 determines whether the effect sizes
change during the period before 1980 in China. The sig-
nificance of the combined effect sizes has to be deter-
mined calculating the combined variance.20 In Figure 1,
the two continuous lines ending in a ‘knot’ represent

both effects. Coefficient β4 represents the changes of
the effect sizes after 1991 in CEE and β5 represents
the changes of the effect sizes after 1980 in China. In
Figure 1, the two continuous lines represent these rela-
tionships from the ‘knots’ onwards. If, in the case of
the education prediction, coefficients β4 and β5 are
positive and significant, this would indicate a confir-
mation of the MTT incentive thesis for both China
and CEE. If the coefficients β4 and β5 are not signifi-
cant, the relationship between the effect sizes and year
is linear. 

Finally, we include the control variables into the mod-
els. In order to keep the equations well-organized we will
refer to the control variables as Z. The final model that
will be used to test the power prediction will be made up
of equation (4) extended with the set of control variables
Z, equation (6): 

ESpow =β0 +β1 Year +β2D80 * (Year − 1980) +βzZ (6)

where, D80 =1 if year ≥ 1980 and 0 if year < 1980; Z refers
to cadre (1 if cadre and 0 if else), party plus cadre (1 if party
plus cadre and 0 if else), quality (2 if good, 1 if medium,
and 0 if poor), completeness (1 if all MTT variables are in
the model and 0 if at least one MTT variable is missing),
and published (1 if published and 0 if gray literature). 

Equation (5) will be elaborated with control variables
Z making up equation (7), which describes the final
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Figure 1 Illustration of spline functions 
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model for testing the other MTT predictions. Five sepa-
rate analyses were performed to test the incentive theses,
the opportunity theses, and the gender gap hypothesis,
with each model using different Z variables: 

ESX =β0 +β1 China +β2Year +β3 China * Year
+ β4D91 * (1 − China) * (Year − 1991) +β5D80 

* China * (Year − 1980) (7)

Where, D80 and D91 are the sa me as in equation (5);
Z refers to transformation (1 if transformed years of edu-
cation and 0 if years of education were reported), age
(1 if age and 0 if experience) and quadratic exp. (1 if qua-
dratic modeling and 0 if linear modeling), or reference
sector (1 if employment in the public sector as reference
category and 0 if some other sector as reference cate-
gory), and quality (2 if good, 1 if medium, and 0 if poor),
completeness (1 if all MTT variables are in the model and
0 if at least one MTT variable is missing), and published
(1 if published and 0 if gray literature). 

Results 
For analyzing our data we use modified weighted least
squares regression models, with an inverse variance
weight combining the random effect component of the
excess variability with fixed slopes. The method offers
the possibility to model the excess variability in effect
sizes. Because the effect sizes are distributed over time,
excess variability may be produced by changing effects of
determinants of income through time and therefore
provide a test of the MTT predictions.21 Furthermore,
excess variability in effect sizes may be caused by differ-
ences between studies (design, coding, models, etc.).
Using this technique, we are able to present empirical
results on changing effects of determinants of income
during transformation processes controlled for differ-
ences between studies. 

We estimated three regression models within each
analysis. The ‘empty model’ (with only the constant)
estimates the weighted mean effect size regardless of the
differences between studies.22 The ‘basic model’ esti-
mates changes in effect sizes before and during transfor-
mation for China and CEE, which is a blunt test of our
hypothesis. The ‘controlled model’ estimates changes in
effect sizes before and during transformation, controlled
for differences between studies. These models are esti-
mated for the six MTT determinants of income sepa-
rately, using the ‘METAREG’-macro (Lipsey and
Wilson, 2001). The macro has several options. We used

the mixed effects model with the restricted maximum
likelihood procedure (REML), which leaves room for
modeling part of the excess variability randomly. Fur-
thermore, this method deals with the problem of the
unequal-spaced observation point resulting in potential
missing information in our data set. 

The Market Power Thesis 

Table 2 presents the results of the analysis of the market
power thesis. The empty model shows that the pooled
effect size, based on 59 observations, is significantly
larger than zero. During the period of investigation
(1960 to 2000), being a member of the communist party
provided advantages in terms of income, compared to
non-members. The basic model shows a significant neg-
ative coefficient of year and a significant positive coeffi-
cient of the ‘spline’-interaction. This means that the
income returns of political capital in China seem to
decline during the Moa period and after that, when mar-
ket reforms were introduced, political capital tends to
increase income advantages of party members. For an
example of the interpretation of the coefficients from the
meta-regression model, we refer to Appendix A. 

Introducing variables controlling for differences
between studies does not change these results.
Although the studies investigating income advantages
of cadres report significantly higher coefficients than
those investigating the income advantages of party
members, our results are not being influenced by the
fact that the power thesis has been tested comparing
different conceptualizations. This gives some indica-
tion that despite the different conceptions of political
capital, both have comparable trends over time. None
of the other control variables are significant, indicating
that the differences between studies do not influence
the results. Based on these results we find no evidence
to support the power thesis proposed by the MTT for
China.23 

The Market Incentive Thesis 

Human capital is operationalized in terms of returns to
years of education and returns to years of experience.
The results of the analysis concerning the effect of years
of education on income are presented in Table 3. The
empty model indicates that the pooled effect size, based
on 174 observations, is significantly larger than zero.
During the period under investigation (1960 to 2001),
each additional year of education increased one’s
income. The basic model shows that the effect sizes for
China are significantly smaller than those for CEE.
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Furthermore, the effect sizes for China are constant
before the transformation year and increase a little dur-
ing the transformation process (not significantly, how-
ever). The trend in CEE is somewhat different. There
seems to be a continuous increase of returns to years of
education without any change caused by the transfor-
mation process (a linear trend). For an example of the
interpretation of the coefficients from the meta-regres-
sion model, we refer to Appendix A. 

Introducing variables controlling for differences
between studies does not change these results. However,
there are significant differences between studies. Studies
that use panel data or capture the transformation process
using regions, time, or regional growth as covariates gener-
ate lower effect sizes than studies using cross-sectional data
without using covariates to capture the transformation
process. Furthermore, published studies generate lower
effect sizes than studies from the gray literature and elabo-
rated models tend to generate lower effect sizes. Finally,
our transformation procedure for calculating year coeffi-
cients from the coefficients of the dummy variables for
educational categories does not have a significant effect. 

We also tested the market incentive thesis using
returns to years of experience. The results from this
analysis, based on 158 observations, are reported in
Table 4. The empty model shows that the pooled effect
size of years of experience on income is significantly pos-
itive. Over the period of investigation (1960 to 2001),
each year of experience increased one’s income. Looking
at the basic model, we see that there is no significant dif-
ference in effect sizes between China and CEE. The trend
for the Chinese situation seems to be constant before
1980 and the transformation process does not seem to
have an effect. In CEE, the effect sizes before 1991
slightly decrease and the transformation process seems
to have a positive influence; the effect sizes increase
somewhat. 

The results do not change when control variables are
introduced, but differences between studies do matter.
Studies with a good quality generally have smaller coeffi-
cients than studies with poor quality. Studies analyzing
more elaborated models also generate slightly smaller
regression coefficients, as do studies that published their
results compared to studies from the gray literature.

Table 2 Unstandardized coefficients from the meta-regression of the effect sizes of party membership or cadre on 
(ln)income by periods and study differences for urban China 

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 
aInteraction indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1980 (see equation (4)). 
bOmitted category is party: studies that use the effect of party membership on (ln)income to test the power thesis. 
*P < 0.05 **P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001 (one-tailed test). 

Independent variables Empty model Basic model Controlled model

Hypothesis test    
Constant 0.073*** 0.053*** 0.043* 

 (0.005) (0.014) (0.021) 
Year80 – −0.017** −0.015** 

  (0.006) (0.006) 
Splinea – 0.018** 0.017** 

  (0.006) (0.007) 
Comparability controls    

Party + cadreb – – −0.002 
   (0.012) 

Cadreb – – 0.036* 
   (0.020) 

Quality – – 0.051 
   (0.032) 

Completeness – – −0.018 
   (0.019) 

Published – – 0.007 
   (0.015) 
n 59 59 59 
R2 – 0.10 0.21 
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Quadratic modeling of experience generates larger effect
sizes than modeling experience in a linear way. Finally,
using age as a proxy for experience seems to be justified
given its non-significant effect. 

The results reported above show some evidence in
favor of the market incentive thesis. However, it should
be noted that we also find an indication that education
was already an important determinant of income during
the communist era in CEE, which is a confronting
finding for the MTT. 

The Market Opportunity Thesis 

We only present the result concerning the private sector
prediction because analysis of the few observations avail-
able for the entrepreneurship prediction did not seem
fruitful. In short, the results revealed that for both China
and CEE entrepreneurship is a source income advantage
during the transformation process, but we did not find

an increasing trend during the transformation process.
The income advantages of entrepreneurs seemed smaller
in China compared to CEE. 

The results of the private sector prediction are
reported in Table 5. This analysis is based on 57 observa-
tions. The pooled effect size for China and CEE together
is significantly positive: overall, working in the private
sector has an income advantage compared to working in
the public sector. However, the basic model suggests
that the effect sizes are smaller in China than in CEE. In
fact, from introducing the coefficients in equation (5) it
follows that the weighted mean effect sizes for China in
1991 (then all variables but China are zero because year
was centered around 1991) are zero. We find little evi-
dence of any changes over time. Only the coefficient of
the spline for China suggests that the effect sizes increase
during the transformation process. 

Introducing variables controlling for differences
between studies slightly changes the results. We find

Table 3 Unstandardized coefficients from the meta-regression of the effect sizes of education on (ln)income by regions, 
periods, and study differences 

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 
aThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1980 for China (see equation (5)). 
bThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1991 for CEE (see equation (5)). 
cControl dummy variable: whether educational categories transformed into years (1) or actual years of education reported (0). 
*P < 0.05 **P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001 (one-tailed test).

Independent variables Empty model Basic model Controlled model

Hypothesis test    
Constant 0.046*** 0.058*** 0.072*** 

 (0.002) (0.004) (0.005) 
China – −0.044** −0.053*** 

  (0.015) (0.014) 
Year91 – 0.002* 0.002* 

  (0.001) (0.001) 
China × year91 – −0.002 −0.003* 

  (0.001) (0.001) 
Spline Chinaa – 0.001 0.002 

  (0.001) (0.001) 
Spline CEEb – 0.000 −0.002 

  (0.002) (.002) 
Comparability controls    

Quality – – −0.012*** 
   (0.003) 

Completeness – – −0.013* 
   (0.007) 

Published – – −0.013*** 
   (0.003) 

Transformedc – – 0.003 
   (0.003) 
n 174 174 174 
R2 – 0.45 0.53 
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further evidence for the increasing effect of working in
the private sector in China during the transformation
process. There are significant differences between stud-
ies. Effect sizes of studies with a good quality generate
larger coefficients than studies with a poor quality. So
do effect sizes from studies published in articles and
books compared to those in congresses and working
papers. Finally, we see that the effect sizes of employ-
ment in the private sector reported by studies using the
public sector as the reference category are smaller than
the effect sizes reported in studies that use some other
sector as the reference category. 

In sum, the results reported above indicate some evi-
dence in favor of the market opportunity thesis for

China. Although it is not directly referring to the MTT
predictions, the market-based determinants of income
discussed above generate income advantages in CEE of
which we cannot indicate that they change over time. 

The Gender Gap Hypothesis 

The test of the gender gap hypothesis is based on 131
observations (Table 6). The empty model shows that
the pooled effect size is significantly negative over the
period under investigation. From 1960 to 2001, women
earned less than men. The basic model shows that the
gender gap in income in China is smaller than in CEE.
Note that the models present the situation of 1991

Table 4 Unstandardized coefficients from the meta-regression of the effect sizes of experience on (ln)income by regions, 
periods, and study differences 

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 
aThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1980 for China (see equation (5)). 
bThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1991 for CEE (see equation (5)). 
cControl dummy variable: whether in the original studies experience was operationalized as age (1) or as tenure (0). 
dControl dummy variable: whether in the original studies experience was modeled quadratically (1) or linearly (0). 
eWalder (1990) excluded because the effect sizes are outliers. This does not influence conclusions. 
*P < 0.05 **P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001 (one-tailed test). 

Independent variables Empty model Basic model Controlled model

Hypothesis test    
Constant 0.023*** 0.016*** 0.003 

 (0.001) (0.003) (0.004) 
China – −0.011 −0.005 

  (0.019) (0.018) 
Year91 – −0.002* −0.002** 

  (0.001) (0.001) 
China × year91 – −0.001 −0.001 

  (0.002) (0.002) 
Spline Chinaa – 0.002 0.002 

  (0.002) (0.002) 
Spline CEEb – 0.003* 0.002** 

  (0.001) (0.001) 

Comparability controls    
Quality – – −0.004* 

   (0.002) 
Completeness – – −0.010* 

   (0.005) 
Published – – −0.006** 

   (0.002) 
Agec – – −0.002 

   (0.003) 
Quadratic exp.d – – 0.021*** 

   (0.004) 
ne 158 158 158 
R2 – 0.11 0.36 
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because year is centered around 1991. The weighted
mean effect size for China is negative in 1991, which
does not naturally follow from the coefficients reported
in the table (the explanation of how the coefficients
should be interpreted described in Appendix A shows
that the coefficient of the spline has to multiplied with
1991 – 1980 = 11 years). Also, the results do not reveal
any trend in the effect sizes before the transformation
year for either China or CEE. During the transformation
process we see a gradual increase of the gender gap in
China. Although the results are not significant, the
results for CEE suggest the same. 

Finally, the controlled model shows that taking into
account differences between studies does not change
these results. Only quality has a positive significant
effect. Studies with a good quality tend to generate larger
effect sizes than studies with a poor quality. 

We find little evidence suggesting that the income
differences between men and women get smaller

when market reforms are introduced in (formerly)
redistributive economies. In fact, the gender gap in
China gets even bigger after the introduction of mar-
ket reforms. The prediction that women increase their
contribution to household income (Matthews and
Nee, 2000) does not seem to be applicable to urban
China. In CEE also women do not seem to be to tak-
ing advantage – in terms of income – of the supposed
increasing opportunities. 

Conclusions 
Since the late 1980s, stratification research has focused
on political and economic changes in (formerly) com-
munist countries. Many authors were, and still are,
intrigued by the question of how the introduction and
expansion of market mechanisms influences the stratifi-
cation order. The Market Transition Theory (MTT)

Table 5 Unstandardized coefficients from the meta-regression of the effect sizes of working in the private sector on 
(ln)income by regions, periods, and study differences 

Notes: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 
aThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1980 for China (see equation (5)). 
bThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1991 for CEE (see equation (5)). 
cControl dummy variable: whether the reference category was state sector (1) or another sector (0). 
*P < 0.05 **P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001 (one-tailed test). 

Independent variables Empty model Basic model Controlled model

Hypothesis test    
Constant 0.166*** 0.167* −0.028 

 (0.027) (0.072) (0.082) 
China – −0.207 −0.158 

  (0.181) (0.156) 
Year91 – 0.004 0.011 

  (0.019) (0.015) 
China × year91 – −0.011 −0.008 

  (0.021) (0.017) 
Spline Chinaa – 0.020 0.022* 

  (0.015) (0.012) 
Spline CEEb – 0.004 0.036 

  (0.031) (0.025) 
Comparability controls    

Quality – – 0.238*** 
   (0.067) 

Completeness – – 0.035 
   (0.066) 

Published – – 0.168** 
   (0.058) 

Reference sectorc – – −0.181** 
   (0.058) 
n 57 57 57 
R2 – .07 .44 
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describes how income attainment changes when market
mechanisms are introduced in redistributive economies.
Its predictions have been tested on numerous occasions,
and theoretical and empirical inconsistencies are preva-
lent. We asked whether all this effort has resulted in a
better understanding of the relationship between mar-
ketization processes and stratification outcomes. Nee and
Cao (Cao and Nee, 2000, Nee and Cao, 1999, Nee and Cao,
2002) have published brief summaries of empirical stud-
ies relevant to the MTT, using a technique comparable
to vote counting. We extended these summaries and
attempted to improve the method of research synthesis
by performing a full-fledged quantitative meta-analysis,
aimed at determining (a) whether there is consistent
empirical evidence for the hypothesized effects of the
determinants of income, (b) which part of the MTT
needs revision and/or elaboration, and (c) to what
extent the MTT could be regarded as a general theory. 

Given the statistical insecurities and the criticism that
the original power thesis predicts a relative decline

instead of an absolute decline of political capital, claim-
ing a rejection of the power thesis may be a bold one.
Although we hypothesize an absolute decline of political
capital, the effect sizes are at least controlled for by years
of education in the original studies. Still, our finding
suggests that the income returns to political capital
increased during the transformation process in urban
China. 

The results concerning the prediction that the income
returns to human capital would increase during the
transformation process are ambiguous. For urban China
we find no convincing evidence that the income returns
to human capital increase from the transformation year
onwards. In fact, both the effects of years of education
and years of experience seem to get smaller. For CEE we
find clear evidence that the effect of years of experience
decreased during the communist era and increased dur-
ing the transformation process. But the effect of educa-
tion on income seems to increase steadily even during
communism. 

Table 6 Unstandardized coefficients from the meta-regression of the effect sizes of gender on (ln)income by regions, 
periods, and study differences 

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 
aThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1980 for China (see equation (5)). 
bThree-way interaction effect indicating the estimated slope of ES after 1991 for CEE (see equation (5)). 
*P < 0.05 **P < 0.01 ***P < 0.001 (one-tailed test). 

Independent variables Empty model Basic model Controlled model 

Hypothesis test    
Constant −0.211*** −0.237*** −0.273*** 

 (0.009) (0.019) (0.021) 
China – 0.274*** 0.300*** 

  (0.080) (0.079) 
Year91 – 0.006 0.007 

  (0.006) (0.006) 
China × year91 – 0.005 0.007 

  (0.008) (0.008) 
Spline Chinaa – −0.019** −0.021** 

  (0.007) (0.007) 
Spline CEEb – −0.005 −0.002 

  (0.009) (0.009) 

Comparability controls    
Quality – – 0.045** 

   (0.015) 
Completeness – – 0.033 

   (0.034) 
Published – – 0.027 

   (0.018) 
n 131 131 131 
R2 – 0.20 0.27 
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We want to note that the small changes we find in the
returns to education could result from underestimating
the effects. The difference in returns to education before
and during transformation will most likely be caused by
increasing returns to academic degrees and decreasing
returns to some vocational degrees (Flanagan, 1998),
which is poorly captured by analyzing effects of years of
education on income. However, we believe that part of
this effect should be visible even when analyzing the
effect of years of education on income. Furthermore, the
data and meta-analytic research design do not allow us
to investigate the changing effect of educational degrees. 

Our rather slim analysis of the entrepreneurship pre-
diction reveals no significant changes during the trans-
formation process, though entrepreneurs tend to have
higher incomes than laborers. We have analyzed self-
employed people and entrepreneurs as one group, which
is subject to discussion. It could be that there are win-
ners and losers within this group. Entrepreneurs could
be the people who benefit from the transformation and
take the opportunity to follow their ambitions and start
up their own business. Self-employment is a broader
term that could include people that are forced into start-
ing their own business because they cannot find a job.
This could have leveled out the trend we found. Only a
few of the original studies make this distinction, making
it hard to judge the extent to which this will affect our
results. 

Income returns for people working in the private sec-
tor do not change significantly during the transforma-
tion process in CEE. However, there are income
advantages to employment in the private sector com-
pared to employment in the state sector. For urban
China on the other hand we find increasing income
returns to employment in the private sector. 

Finally, from the analysis of the gender gap hypothesis
we learn that women earn less than men do. In urban
China we see an unambiguous increase of the gender
gap during the transformation process. This seems in
line with the suggestion that income advantages for
women in certain rural areas in China are an exception.
For the most part women seem to have trouble keeping
up with the rapidly industrializing economy. In CEE we
see a similar picture, though less convincing. In relative
terms, women tend to be better off in terms of income
during the communist era than during the transforma-
tion process that followed. 

To some extent the MTT is able to describe the chang-
ing effects of determinant of income under processes of
transformation. However, we have some suggestions
about where theoretical elaboration is needed. The rejection

of the hypothesized decline of political capital implies
that it remains a productive source of income attain-
ment. Critics have claimed that party members convert
political assets into economic capital (Hankiss, 1990;
Róna-Tas, 1994; Staniszkis, 1991), which our analysis
confirms. Cadre members are more likely to have high
levels of political assets and should therefore have
greater income advantages. The coefficients of the effect
of cadre on income are larger than the coefficients of
party membership on income. Furthermore, coefficients
of party membership on income tend to be smaller when
the effect of cadre on income is tested simultaneously.
According to some, education is supposed to be the cap-
ital-conversion mechanism that provides the politically
privileged with new advantages (Bian et al., 2001; Eyal
et al., 1998). Others claim that it is not the supposedly
superior capital that generates material advantages.
Gerber shows that for Russia, membership effects are
not the reason for party members earning more than
non-members – but that this is due to selection effects
(Gerber, 2000, 2001). Gerber also suggests that the
attributes that made people members of the communist
party in the first place (such as ambition, submission to
organizational discipline, or even opportunism) also
give them material advantages. 

One would expect that market-related resources
would get more important for income attainment when
market mechanisms are introduced and the private sec-
tor is expanding, but we found little evidence for this.
We also found that education was already strongly cor-
related with income attainment during the communist
era in CEE. Nor do the effects on income of experience
in urban China, being an entrepreneur, and employ-
ment in the private sector in CEE increase during the
transformation period. 

A reason for the fact that we found little evidence for
increasing returns to market-related resources could be
that the transformation years are chosen rather arbi-
trarily and assumed to be similar for the CEE countries.
This indicates that directing more attention to the con-
ditions under which supposed changes in the effects of
income determinants take place could be a fruitful way
to proceed. This fits in with the ideas of Stark who sug-
gests that the transformation process should be
regarded in a historical context, where crucial political
and economic decisions were already being made dur-
ing the communist era (1992b). Characterizing the pre-
transformation period as having mixed economies
(Szelényi, 1988; Walder, 1995) and assuming the exist-
ence of secondary markets alongside the redistributive
economy can help to explain how the effects on income
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of human capital, entrepreneurship, and employment
in the private sector are influenced. Based on types of
markets and market penetration, Szelényi and Kostello
(1996) address the importance of explicating the cir-
cumstances under which social actors are winners or
losers. They distinguish local markets in redistributively
integrated economies, socialist mixed economies, and
capitalist-oriented economies. Peasants and peasant-
workers are the winners in the first type of economy
and redistributors are the losers. In the second type, the
petty bourgeoisie, technocrats, and cadre children are
the winners, and old bureaucrats and ‘no-hopers’ (peo-
ple in desperate situations) are the losers. In the last
type, technocrats and the new bourgeoisie are the winners
and old bureaucrats, most workers, and ‘no-hopers’ are
the losers. These ideas could be used to elaborate the
MTT and explain the influence of the transformation
process on income attainment in terms of specific cir-
cumstances. It is a way to use more objective measures
to capture the transformation process, rather than using
only time as a proxy for transformation. This could
be achieved by focusing on cross-country comparative
analysis. 

Elaboration is also needed to look at how gender dif-
ferences in income are influenced by the transformation
process. Although Matthews and Nee (2000) find evi-
dence in favor of the MTT under specific conditions in
rural China, the interrelated theses do suggest that the
gender income gap would decrease when markets are
introduced and expanding. Beyond rural China there
seems to be little evidence for that. Differences between
men and women in the employment sector and occupa-
tions can be expected to play a major role in the income
difference (Fodor, 1997). In addition, the changing
opportunities and incentive structure offer women the
possibility of working part-time. These ideas of different
labor markets for men and women and differences in
career choices between men and women could be intro-
duced into the MTT. 

The MTT has often been criticized as being teleologi-
cal, assuming that the transformation process is evolving
into a predetermined end state: a capitalist market econ-
omy. This suggests that the MTT is formulated as a gen-
eral theory linking the process of marketization to
income attainment in different contexts. We question
whether this is the case as it stands at this moment.
While our test only distinguishes between urban China
and CEE, we notice differences between the two regions.
This is not really surprising. Urban China and CEE have
experienced different transformation processes. The
political, economic, and social changes in CEE are

considered to be fundamental and irreversible (Stern,
1998). On the other hand, the changes in China might
be less dramatic (Gustafsson and Shi, 2000). The theory
needs to be more sensitive to the different contexts and
circumstances under which the changing effects of
income determinants are taking place. The idea of par-
tial reform (Nee, 1991) may offer a fruitful approach to
providing the MTT with more sensitivity to contexts of
transformation. Furthermore, taking into account the
historical contexts of the different countries seems advis-
able. For this we can build on the ‘path-dependency’
propositions introduced by Stark (Stark, 1992b; Stark
and Bruszt, 1998; Walder, 2003). 

In short, the MTT needs to be revised and elaborated
at some points if we want to use it as a general theory of
transformation. There are already several suggestions for
this in the literature, and these adjustments could bring
the MTT to that level. 

Why Meta-Analysis? 
In performing this meta-regression analysis, we have been
confronted with several difficulties that need critical com-
ment. When summarizing results on income studies, it is
inevitable that one has to deal with different definitions of
the dependent variable (income). Some studies use salary
or wage as their dependent variable, while others use total
income or household income. These are different con-
cepts, which do not appear to be comparable for summa-
rizing study results. However, selecting studies that used
ln(income) as the dependent solved this problem. We
performed additional analyses to check the extent to
which our results would be affected by taking total
income or salary as the dependent variable. Although we
found differences, the conclusions remained the same.
This seems to indicate that the mechanisms described in
the MTT apply to different definitions of income, making
this less of a problem for our meta-analysis. 

Furthermore, some studies use hourly wage and others
use monthly or annual income. This could lead to situa-
tions where income of a person working in a full-time
position is compared to the income of a person working
part-time, without discounting the difference in hours
worked. As a result, the monthly income of the full-time
worker could be higher only because this person is work-
ing more hours. Because we are interested in trends over
time, this is a problem, especially when there is an increase
in part-time positions during the transformation process. 

Finally, the comparison of effect sizes between coun-
tries and over time results in comparability differences
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because of different currencies and different inflation
rates. We looked at the extent to which the different cur-
rencies could influence our study outcomes by incorpo-
rating dummy variables for CEE countries. Although the
coefficients of some of these dummy variables were sig-
nificant, the final conclusions did not change. And while
taking inflation rates into account is problematic, we can
estimate the influence of inflation and adjust our con-
clusions accordingly. Because of inflation, effect sizes
tend to be overestimated. 

Besides the problems with analyzing income, studies
differ with respect to the quality of the data and research
design, the complexity of the analytical models, and
operationalization of corresponding variables. Meta-
regression analysis allows for estimating the influence
these differences have on our study outcomes. It at least
gives insight into the extent to which these differences
influence the comparison of empirical results. This can
be helpful for interpreting the results of studies already
performed and provide clues on how to refine future
analyses. There seems to be a tendency for analyses
based on cross-sectional data (without capturing the
transformation process using covariates) to underesti-
mate the effects of determinants of income. For future
research, this implies that in one way or another, the
transformation period has to be incorporated into the
design because requirements with respect to the quality
of the data are not always easily met (generating panel
data is costly in terms of both time and money). 

Analyses using simple models (few variables) tend to
overestimate the effects of determinants of income, and
additional variables consume some of the effects of other
income determinants. 

Finally, studies that model experience linearly tend to
overestimate the effect of years of experience on income.
For more precise estimations of the changing effects of
experience on income, experience should be modeled
using a quadratic covariate. 

We believe that these problems are distinctive when
comparing research findings in the field of stratification,
whether it is qualitative or quantitative. Although meta-
analysis is far from perfect, we at least attempted to
model the differences between studies as well as possible
and investigate to what extent they influence conclu-
sions based on summarizing empirical results.

Notes 
1. The last possibility would coincide with shifts in

income that would not ultimately result in a differ-

ent distribution at the macro level: the rich and the
poor could shift positions. However, there is con-
sensus that macro-level distributions of income
have changed. 

2. We refer to Hedges and Olkin (1980, 1985) for a
thorough elaboration of the disadvantages and
deficiencies of the traditional vote-counting
method. 

3. Following Nee’s sequence, we start with the market
power thesis. The reason Nee presented this thesis
first is probably due to the importance of the cadre
for socioeconomic attainment in China at the time
he formulated his theory. 

4. Not all studies report SEs, needed for calculating
the weight factor. Some report t-values that can be
used to calculate SEs and others report only p-val-
ues that can be used to estimate SEs. Studies that
report no information at all on significance levels
cannot be used in our meta-analysis. We determine
the weight factor following the flow chart used by
Wagner and Weiss (2003). 

5. They speak of within-study sample size because
estimates of several different studies are used. 

6.

7. American Journal of Sociology, American Socio-
logical Review, Social Forces, Social Science
Research, Economics of Transition, Labour Eco-
nomics, Journal of Population Economics, Theory
and Society, and China Quarterly, etc. Unfortu-
nately, we are not familiar with the Chinese and
Central and Eastern European languages; there-
fore, most studies written in the language of the
country of origin were excluded. This will decrease
the external validity to some extent, but we expect
this bias to be reduced because of the included
joint publications of foreign and native authors. 

8. Google searches were made on ‘market transition’
and within results on ‘income’. Sociological
Abstracts and EconLit were also searched under
‘market transition’ and ‘income’. 

9. From here on, if we use income, it should be read
ln(income). 

10. Based on descriptive statistics not shown here, the
income advantages of party members, having more
experience, entrepreneurship, employment in the
private sector, and males tend to be higher in rural
than in urban areas. Only income returns to years

SE
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1
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of education seem higher in urban than in rural
areas. 

11. The countries are: China (N = 31); Russia (N = 12);
Hungary (N = 5); Czech Republic (N = 10); Poland
(N = 6); East Germany (N = 7); Slovak Republic
(N = 5); Slovenia (N = 1); Bulgaria (N = 3); Latvia
(N = 1); Ukraine (N = 1); Uzbekistan (N = 1);
Yugoslavia (N = 1); Kazakhstan (N = 1); Romania
(N = 1). 

12. The variables names printed in bold are the vari-
ables used in the original publications; the variables
names printed in italics are variables used in the
meta-analysis. 

13. Walder (1990) was excluded (only) from the analy-
sis of the incentive prediction (experience),
because the ES were outliers, which could disturb
the outcomes (Hedges and Olkin, 1985). 

14. We analyzed correlations between the dummy
variables for educational levels for several countries
using the ‘Social Stratification in Eastern Europe:
After 1989’ project (Szelényi and Treiman, 1994).
The average correlation coefficient between the
educational dummy variables for each country is
about 0.33, so assuming a fixed correlation of 0.35
seems reasonable. In our estimating procedure, we
also varied the correlation between the educational
dummy variables, but this did not have a large
influence on the transformed ‘educational year’
coefficients. 

15. A proxy for experience can be estimated by the
conventional formula: experience = (age – years of
schooling – 6) (Treiman and Roos, 1983). 

16. The effect sizes for testing the ‘entrepreneurship’
hypothesis are an exception: they range from 1978
to 2000. 

17. In the tables, year has been centered around 1991.
This is helpful when interpreting the coefficients of
main effects and it reduces collinearity. 

18. The majority of studies implicitly assume that
more recent periods correspond to a higher
degree of marketization. We found two different
ways in which the transformation has been taken
into account more explicitly: first, some
researchers have used time as a covariate. Sec-
ond, regional growth is used to capture the tran-
sition period. 

19. Estimate a modified weighted least squares regres-
sion model, with an inverse variance weight that
incorporates the random effects component. 

20. VAR (β2 +β3) = VAR (β2) + VAR (β3) + 2 COV (β2,
β3); . A t-test can be used to
determine the significance. 

21. An ANOVA analysis – comparing before with dur-
ing the transformation – shows that the weighted
mean effect sizes are significantly different between
the two periods. (Table available on request.) The
ANOVA gives an idea of potential changes in the
effects of determinants of income under processes
of transformation, but it cannot deal with differ-
ences between studies and may result in misleading
conclusions when effect sizes are compared
through time. 

22. Based on the analyses of the weighted mean effect
sizes, homogeneity has to be rejected, meaning that
the variability across effect sizes is greater than
expected from sampling error alone. (Table avail-
able on request.) 

23. Descriptive analyses (scatterplots) on the few CEE
studies suggest the same. 
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Appendix A 
Example 1: Interpretation of Coefficients 
from the Power Analysis 

We introduce the coefficients of the basic model,
reported in Table 2, in equation (4): 

ESpow = 0.053 − 0.017 * Year + 0.018D80 * (Year − 1980) 

During the period before 1980 the constant decreases
with 0.017 for each additional year. This can derived
from the way D80 has been coded (‘1’ if year ≥ 1980 and
‘0’ if year < 1980). 

Before: ESpow = 0.053 − 0.017 * Year

If we look at the period after 1980 the spline-component is
introduced; D80 is one. Note that (Year−1980) starts count-
ing after 1980, indicating that after 1980 each additional
year increases the constant with −0.017 + 0.018 = 0.001
compared to a 0.017 decrease of the constant for each
additional year before 1980. 

After: ESpow =0.053 −0.017 * Year +0.018 * (Year −1980)

Example 2: Interpretation of Coefficients 
from the Education Analysis 

We introduce the coefficients of the basic model,
reported in Table 3, in equation (5) 

ESeduc = 0.058 − 0.044 * China + 0.002 * Year
− 0.002 * China * Year + 0.001 * D91 
* (1 − China) * (Year − 1991) + .000 * D80 
* China * (Year − 1980) 

During the period before 1980 in China an additional
year does not change the constant: 0.002 − 0.002 = 0.
This can derived from the way China (‘1’ if China and ‘0’
if CEE) and D80 have been coded (‘1’ if year ≥ 1980 and
‘0’ if year < 1980). During the period before in CEE an
additional year increases the constant with 0.002. Given
the way China and D91 have been coded (‘1’ if year ≥ 1991
and ‘0’ if year < 1991). In both situations the spline-
components are eliminated from the equation. 

China before: ESeduc = (0.058 − 0.044)
+ (0.002 − 0.002) * Year 

CEE before: ESeduc = 0.058 + 0.002 * Year 

For the period after 1980 in China and the period after
1991 in CEE the spline-components are introduced
(respectively D80 and D91 are one). Note that (Year −
1980) starts counting after 1980 and that (Year − 1991)
starts counting after 1991. This indicates that, in China,
after 1980 each additional year increases the constant
with 0.002 − 0.002 + 0.001 = 0.001 compared to no
changes of the constant for each additional year before
1980. For CEE this leads to the same increase of 0.002 +
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0.000 = 0.002 for each additional year as for the period
before 1991. 

China after: ESeduc = (0.058 − 0.044) + (0.002
−0.002 + 0.001) * Year 

CEE after: ESeduc = 0.058 + (0.002 + 0.000) * Year 

Note that year is a variable constructed by subtracting
1960 from the actual years and that it has been centered
around 1991. This means 1991 is actually zero and that
1980 is actually –11. Introducing this information into
the equation for China results in the following mean
effect size for year 1991. 

China 1991: ESeduc = (0.058 − 0.044) + (0.001) 
* 11 = 0.025 
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